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ABSTRACT: The deep learning is a powerful tool for the short term load forecasting. The accurate load
forecasting is an inevitable task in power system for the proper planning of the electricity generation, making
adjustments in the electricity generation and fixing tariff pricing of electricity depends on the market
demand. An inaccurate prediction creates complications in managing the generation, distribution and
consumption of power which in turn may leads to increase the operation and management cost, power
supply reliability and affects the economic rationality of the power dispatching in the whole society. The
optimal decision must be taken in power system for its proper functioning. The deep learning produces an
accurate forecasting results with less computational cost. It can effectively model the sequence
dependencies exist in the time series load data and feature extraction by adding the number of hidden layers
and keeping the long sequences of past decisions made in the network. The present paper discusses the
need for short term load forecasting, significance and review of deep learning in short term load forecasting.
Keywords: Convolutional neural network, Deep neural network, Gated recurrent unit, Long short term memory,
Recurrent neural network
Abbreviations: RNN, recurrent neural network; LSTM, Long short term memory; CNN, Convolutional neural network;
NARX, nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs; RBM, restricted Boltzmann machine; CRBM,
conditional restricted Boltzmann machine; FCRBM, Factored conditional restricted Boltzmann machine; BR, Bayesian
regularization; LSTM S2S, Long short term memory sequence to sequence; GRU, gated recurrent unit; DBN, Deep
belief network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The forecasting of an electricity load represents the
forecasting of the future electricity load behaviors in
advance. The load values varies from time to time. The
load has the characteristics such as demand factor, load
factor, diversity factor, utilization factor and power
factor. The load is broadly classified into five categories
based on the application. They are domestic load,
commercial load, industrial load, agricultural load and
other loads like bulk supplies and street lights. Among
these the usage of commercial and an agricultural loads
vary depends on the seasonal variations. The
requirements and the consumption of the industrial load
varies with the variation of the weather. Most of the
power is utilized by the power plant. The load
forecasting is broadly classified into three types namely
long term, medium term and short term load forecasting
based on the time horizon [42, 46] and shown in Fig. 1.
The short term load forecasting predicts the future
electricity load for the time horizon ranges from one
hour to one week. It has a prominent role in power
system operations such as proper planning, scheduling,
allocation and maintenance. It is also important for
implementation of power grid and its maintenance [14,
26]. The required electricity cannot be generated by the
power system for a longer period due to the
inconvenient nature of storing the electricity. So the
decision must be taken in power system for managing

the generation, distribution and consumption of power
efficiently [13].
In the developed countries, the residential and
commercial buildings utilize 40%-50% of the total
generated power. The major energy consumers are
buildings where nearly 20%-30% of the total load
produced are utilized. The power generation and the
distribution in the power grid should be efficient for
reducing the power wastage. But, it cannot be achieved
easily due to the uncertainty of electricity, arrival of new
customers to the vacant location, weather changes,
seasonal changes, changes in the usage of power by an
existing customers, national policy, time factors,
electricity price, industrial structure, usage of electrical
devices and economic fluctuations. An underestimation
and over estimation of an electricity load may create an
economical loss and wastage of energy respectively.
Thus, an inaccurate prediction of power may leads to
increase the operational cost and management cost
[59].

Electricity Load
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Short Term Load
Forecasting

1 Hour to 1 Week

Medium Term
Load Forecasting

2 Week to 1 Year

Long Term Load
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More than 1 Year

Fig. 1. Types of Load Forecasting.
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The short term load forecasting can be done at different
levels like hourly, daily and weekly basis. Especially, the
daily peak load prediction is important in power system
dispatching centers [5, 46]. The reliability of the power
system is inevitable in the economic world. The
methodologies utilized by various researchers for the
electricity load forecasting includes statistical methods,
time series based methods and artificial intelligence
based methods [24, 50]. The statistical methods do not
have the ability to produce an accurate forecasting by
considering various factors compared to artificial
intelligence methods. After the development of artificial
intelligence methods, the process of forecasting
becomes an easy task. The neural network is applied on
variety of domains like signal processing, image
classification, image captioning, natural language
processing, medical diagnosis, precision medicine,
automatic detection of breast cancer, time series data
prediction, precision medicine and speech recognition
due to its dominant capability of handling and modelling
the non-linearity of data.
The neural network behaves like a human neural
system and forecasts accurately compared to statistical
methods. It is a fully connected network with the
weighted directed connections between neurons in one
layer of network to next layer. But, it faces some
complications while processing big datasets. The
predictions using large dataset requires multiple layers
of complicated neural network. Due to multiple layers of
the neural network, the gradient decent problems will be
created on the network. The machine learning
algorithms cannot converge due to the too small
gradient (vanishing gradient) and too large gradient
(exploding gradient) [19, 41, 45].
The weather data has much impact in the short term
load forecasting. The short term load forecasting of the
particular day or an hour depends on the past load
values and the weather values. So the dataset consists
of both load and weather values are utilized for deep
learning prediction. Not all the features contribute
equally in the deep learning. So, feature selection
methodologies also can be utilized as a preprocessing
technique which helps to reduce the complexity of the
deep learning model and also for improving the learning
accuracy [27, 44]. The optimization techniques also can

be applied to improve the forecasting results [20-22].
The deep
learning
network
overcomes
the
complications of machine learning methodologies. It can
handle effectively the time series datasets and analyses
the sequence dependencies exist in the time series load
data. It differs from the machine learning methodologies
by executing the feature engineering on itself without
any external inputs. It scans the given large dataset and
automatically searches for finding the correlated
features. After that, it combines the features and
performs the faster learning. It produces accurate
prediction
compared
to
machine
learning
methodologies.
II. RELATED WORKS
Marino et al., (2016) utilized long short term memory for
forecasting the power consumption at residential house
[30]. Deep neural network utilized with restricted
Boltzmann machine for forecasting the load from natural
gas [31]. Shi et al., (2017) designed a pooling based
deep recurrent neural network with restricted Boltzmann
machine for forecasting the residential and enterprise
load [47]. Hafeez et al., (2018) predicted the short term
electricity load for smart grid applications using
conditional restricted Boltzmann machine and stacked
factored conditional restricted Boltzmann machine
methodologies [15]. Also forecasted the load using deep
neural network with the parallel CNN and RNN on
hourly load data [16]. Mohammad et al., (2018)
proposed deep RNN in [32] for forecasting load using
load and weather data.
In addition to this, the review of load forecasting done by
various researchers shows that the deep learning
methodologies such as LSTM-RNN [4, 17, 25, 34, 51,
52, 57, 61], DBN [58], ensemble deep learning with
deep belief network and empirical mode decomposition
[39], stacked LSTM [7, 55], LSTM encoder predictor
[35], enhanced RNN [56], NARX [61], enhanced CNN
[1, 12, 53], CNN [23], GRU [37], deep residual network
with an ensemble [6] and Jordan recurrent neural
network [38] are better utilized for the load forecasting
than machine learning methodologies. The summary of
related work is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of Related Research Work.
S.No.

Author

Dataset

Methodology

1.

Kuo and Huang
(2018) [28]

USA District Public
Consumption dataset and
electric load dataset

Deep Energy with
Convolutional Neural
Network

2.

Marino et al.,
(2016) [30]

Individual household electric
power consumption dataset
from UCI repository

Long Short Term
Memory based
Sequence to Sequence
(LSTM S2S)

Good for both hourly and minute data

3.

Merkel
et al., (2018)
[31]

Load data from Natural gas
operation around US

Deep neural network
with RBM

Deep neural network outperforms linear
regression and ANN

4.

Shi et al.,
(2017) [47]

Irish residential customers
dataset and small & medium
enterprise dataset

Pooling based deep
recurrent neural network
(PDRNN)

5.

Hafeez et al.,
(2018) [15]

Hourly load demand and
weather data of US utility
from Kaggle repository

Stacked FCRBM and
CRBM
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Remarks
Produce an accurate demand and load
forecasting than SVM, random forest,
decision tree, multilayer per ceptron,
Deep Energy, MAPE: 9.7% , CV-RMSE :
11.7%

PDRNN outperforms ARIMA, SVR and
classical deep RNN.
RMSE : 0.4505, MAE : 0.2510, NRMSE :
0.0912
FCRBM is accurate and robust compared
to ANN and CNN
FCRBM - MAPE:0.3%
CRBM – MAPE:1.2%
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6.

Easley et al.,
(2018) [11]

North central region load
data from Electric Reliabilty
Council of Texas (ERCOT)
and weather data from
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)

Deep neural network
with NARX, Bayesian
Regularization (BR) and
Livenberg Marquardt

7.

He (2017) [16]

Hourly load of North China
city

Deep neural network
with parallel CNNRNN

8.

Mohammad
et al., (2018)
[32]

Load data from New York
Independent System
Operator (NYISO) and
weather data from National
Climatic Data Center

Deep recurrent neural
network

9.

Kong et al.,
(2017) [25]

Different customers
household smart meter data
of New South Wales

Long Short Term
Memory-Recurrent
neural network

III. IMPORTANCE OF DEEP LEARNING IN SHORT
TERM LOAD FORECASTING
The deep learning is a type of machine learning that
uses multilayered hierarchical artificial neural network
for handling the complicated problems in all applications
like image recognition, fraud detection, drug discovery,
healthcare, object detection, time series analysis,
natural language processing, speech recognition,
recommendation system, toxicity prediction, etc and
deliver accurate results [2, 8, 18, 40]. The deep learning
has the ability of constructing the new features without
the human intervention. Not like the machine learning
methods, the deep learning solves the problems in an
end-to-end manner without decomposing the problems
into multiple smaller problems and then combining the
results for making conclusions [29]. It is more suitable
for processing large data sets that may comprise of
structured or unstructured data. Within a short span of
time, the deep learning models perform thousands of
operations and repetitive tasks on large datasets. The
deep neural network plays a dominant role in the time
series analysis. It can effectively handle the sequence
dependencies of time series data. It has the capability of
learning the hidden features from the input data without
demanding the manual extraction of features.
IV. DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES
The deep learning models follow deep neural networks.
The working of the deep learning methodologies
consists of two main phases namely training phase and
inferring phase. In the training phase, it takes large
volume of data, labels that data and identifies the
intrinsic matching characteristics of those data. In the
inferring phase, when the network receives an identical
data, it analyzes these characteristics, find the matching
characteristics from the already gained knowledge,
produces correct results and remembers them for the
future processing. The deep neural network is utilized
for both classification and prediction process. It
performs effectively the classification through transfer
learning, training from scratch data and extracting
features. The simple neural network consists of only
input layer, only one output layer and one hidden layer
in between the input and output layers. The deep neural
network consists of only one I nput and output layers as
Subbiah & Chinnappan

Produces better accuracy than Scaled
Conjugant Gradient by considering the
weather conditions and seasons

Achieves better result than linear
regression, SVR, DNN, CNN-RNN.
MAPE : 1.40% and MAE: 104.24
Deep RNN with tanh achieved better
accuracy than deep RNN with sigmoid,
deepRNN with ReLU, deep forward
neural network (deep FNN) with sigmoid,
deepFNN with tanh and deep FNN with
ReLU
LSTM-RNN produces reduced MAPE
compared to BPNN, KNN, ELM and Input
Selection with Hybrid Forecasting (IS-HF)
MAPE: 8.18%

the simple neural network but, it consists of a number of
hidden layers in between input and output layers. It
handles the complicated problems by using the multilayered network easily.
A. Activation Function
In deep neural network, the activation function performs
the non-linear transformation on the input provided at
the node and pass it to the next layer of neurons in the
neural network [43]. There may be a several types of
activation functions utilized in deep learning such as
binary step function, linear function, sigmoid function,
tanh function, ReLu function, Leaky Relu function,
Parameterised ReLu function, Exponent Linear Unit
function, Softmax and Swish function.
The performance of the deep neural network depends
on the selection of the right activation function for right
problem. The binary step function is better for binary
classification but not suitable for multi class problems
and the linear activation function fails to handle the
complex patterns. The sigmoid function is a non-linear
activation function whose value ranges between 0 and
1. It is better for classification problems. The tanh
activation function is similar to the sigmoid function but
its value ranges between -1 and 1. The ReLu is the
most popular activation function. It is utilized by most of
the applications now a days and it is general to all
problems. It is used in the hidden layers of the network
and it suffers if the network consists of dead neurons.
This problem can be effectively handled by its three
variant activation functions namely Leaky ReLu,
ParametirizedReLu and Exponent Linear ReLu. The soft
max is the activation function that can be utilized for
handling binary and also multiclass problems. It is a
combination of number of sigmoid functions. The Swish
activation function was invented by the popular Google.
It is better than ReLu in providing the computational
efficiency and performance for deep models.
B. Methodologies
Recurrent Neural Network: The recurrent neural
network is a special kind of neural network that deals
the sequence data effectively compared to machine
learning models. It utilizes inputs and outputs of any
length of variable size sequence and maps the inputs to
outputs. The sequence information plays a major role in
many applications in deciding the next information. It
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takes the past information and hidden state information
as input for finding the future information. It consists of
multiple hidden layers and in each hidden unit, it holds
the previous state information [3]. The general structure
of the recurrent neural network is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Structure of Recurrent Neural Network.
The RNN receives the input and generates the output at
the hidden layer by the activation function. The current
state information is calculated as follows
ℎ = ℎ , 
(1)
ℎ = tanh ℎ +  
(2)
where ‘ht’ represents hidden state information at time
period ‘t’, tanh represents the hyperbolic tangent
activation function, ‘Whh’ represents the weight at the
recurrent neuron, ‘ht-1’ represents the hidden state
information at the time ‘period t-1’, ‘W xh’ represents the
weight at the input neuron and ‘xt’ represents the input
at the time period ‘t’. After calculating the current state
information, the output state will be
 =  ℎ
(3)
It is utilized in many applications such as text mining,
opinion mining, sentiment analysis, time series
forecasting, natural language processing and financial
forecasting [48].
Long Short Term Memory: The long short term
memory (LSTM) is a type of recurrent neural network
(RNN) which is designed to solve the limitations of
simple RNN such as short term memory, vanishing
gradient and exploding gradient. Now a days, one of the
important problem in the data science is the sequence
prediction. Even though, the RNN can be utilized for
solving the sequence problem, it faces the
complications due to its short term memory. It cannot
remember the longer sequences. In some time series
applications like stock market the stock price at the time
’t’ not only depends on the stock price at the time period
‘t-1’. The stock price at time period ‘t’ depends on the
previous values of long sequence [10, 33, 49]. So, the
simple RNN fails in some applications for providing
accurate results.
The LSTM has the capability to remember the longer
sequences by using three types of gates in each neuron
namely forget gate, input gate and output gate [60]. The
forget gate is used to find which information should be
discarded, the input gate helps to update the cell state
and the output gate decides the next hidden state
information [36]. The LSTM cell uses sigmoid and tanh
activation functions. The LSTM is utilized in many
applications like handwriting recognition, grammar
learning, robot control, speech recognition and time
series prediction. The electricity load is a non-linear,
sequential time series data that can be effectively
predicted using LSTM compared to simple RNN [9].
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Convolutional Neural Network: The convolutional
neural network is an alternate to RNN for modeling and
forecasting the short term load. It is the noise resistant
model that can extract deep features that is independent
from time. The one dimensional convolutional network
considers the time series data with multiple features as
a grid with ‘n’ length (instances) and ‘m’ width (features).
The kernels in the convolutional network always has
same width with varying length [58]. At each time, the
kernel moves in only one direction from the first time
series instance to the end of the time series and
performs the convolution. The multi scale convolutional
neural network supports multi scalability. It consists of
three stages namely transformation, local convolution
and full convolution. In the first phase, transformation
phase, different transformations are applied on three
different branches of original time series samples where
the first transformation maps the identity, the second
transform performs smoothing and the third
transformation performs the down-sampling using
various down-sampling coefficients. In the second
phase, local convolution phase, the one dimensional
convolution is applied on time series samples with
varying filter sizes. In this phase, each branch is
considered as an independent time series and also
processed independently. In the third phase, full
convolution phase, the results of the different local
convolutions on three branches are merged and utilized
as an input vector to the fully connected layers of CNN
[52]. The CNN works well with the residential load
forecasting where there is a lack of sequence
information in the load pattern.
Gated Recurrent Unit: The gated recurrent unit is a
kind of LSTM which is also designed to solve the
vanishing gradient problem of simple recurrent neural
network. The design of gated recurrent unit (GRU) is
same as that of LSTM, but it uses only two gates
namely update gate and reset gate. The GRU keeps the
long sequence of information for a longer period without
removing any information. The update gate helps to
eliminate the vanishing gradient problem by passing
almost all information from the past. The reset gate is
utilized to decide the amount of information to be forget
from the past [54, 60]. It provides an improved accuracy
of forecasting by carefully training the network.
V. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The performance of the prediction model can be
measured in many ways such as by calculating Mean
Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Square Error (MSE), Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE), Percentage Error (PE),
Mean Percentage Error (MPE), Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) and Symmetric Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) by using Eqns.
(4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) respectively.
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where ‘Yt’ is an actual observation at the time period ‘t’
and ‘Ft’ is the forecast for the same time period ‘t’.
VI. CONCLUSION
The deep neural network has a dominant role in the
short term load forecasting and produces accurate
results than other methodologies. The machine learning
methodologies works well and produces good
forecasting results. But, it may suffer from vanishing
gradient and exploding gradient problems when the
dataset is too large and the network has multiple hidden
layers. The deep learning methodologies such as
recurrent neural network (RNN), Long short term
memory (LSTM), Convolutional neural network (CNN),
nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs
(NARX), restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), Factored
conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (FCRBM),
Bayesian Regularization (BR), Long short term memory
sequence to sequence (LSTM S2S) achieved better
results in forecasting the short term electricity load. The
deep neural network handles well the complex
sequence dependencies exist in the time series load
data. It differs from the machine learning methodologies
by executing the feature engineering on itself without
any external inputs. It scans the given large dataset and
automatically searches for finding the correlated
features. After that, it combines the features and
performs the faster learning. It produces accurate
prediction compared to other methodologies.
VII. FUTURE SCOPE
In future, the performance of the short term load
forecasting can be improved by using the deep learning
methodologies with feature selection, hybridization,
optimization, ensemble learning and transfer learning
concepts.
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